In our Time Programme 80

Melvyn Bragg :  I can't resist comparing the deep fried Mars Bar to what we're going to talk about now,I'm sorry to say that it's irresistible (laughs)!
Hello,early in the 20th century,physicist were alarmed at the realisation that the smallest things in the universe don't obey the laws described by Newton's theory of gravity. Ripe apples fall from trees,and the Moon orbits the Earth enthralled to its gravitational pull,and Newton had been God. [See 2-worlds.html]
But there's no such force of gravity at work in the world of very small things.It seems there's one set of rules for the realm of everyday objects and a very different set of laws for the quantum world,where tiny particles actually form the building blocks of all those larger things.
It doesn't appear to make sense.Physicists decided there must be another theory,a much larger theory that unites,incorporates and finally makes sense of these two realms,and this has been the holy grail of physics ever since.
Last year we explored string theory on this programme,and one of my guests today is researching what he believes is a much stronger contender for the title of "theory of Everything" he's Lee Smolin  [See iotm54] author of "Three Roads to Quantum Gravity" and Professor of Physics at the Centre for Gravitational Physics and Geometry at Pennsylvania State University.[See whattime.html]
Also with us is John Gribbin [see iotm4] visiting fellow in astronomy at Sussex University,and Dr Janna  Levin Advanced Fellow in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics at the University of Cambridge.
John Gribbin,quantum theory brought us computers,genetic engineering,lasers,it's a huge achievement in science. Can you explain why Neils Bohr one of its pioneers said quote "Anyone who has not shocked by quantum physics,has not understood it",what did he mean by that?

John Gribbin : I think the key thing that he was worried about was a business of...that's called "quantum jumping" - when systems change from one state to another without passing through any in between state,and the classic analogy we have is when you think of an atom,what we learn at school is an atom has a central nucleus ,we think of electrons going round it like planets going round the sun,which sounds nice and cosy,but then you find that electrons can jump to one part of the atom to another as if Mars disappeared from its orbit and reappeared in the Earth's orbit,literally instantaneously with nothing happening in between,and this runs completely counter to the ideas of Newton that came earlier and at the same time what was puzzling was what you mentioned, that physics seemed to have split in two at the beginning of the 20th century. Instead of one set of laws to explain everything you had the General Theory of Relativity - Einstein's description of gravity and the universe at large,and Quantum Theory explaining the world of the very small,and at that time seemingly no overlap between them. So it was truly shocking to people brought up on classical physics.

Melvyn Bragg : Was the shock restricted to physics or did...was there a feeling that this uncovery - discovery would lead to a shake up of the way we looked at things outside physics, the way we looked at the world in a larger sense including even let's say,at the further edges as it were - a moral sense?

[The shock is that it completely upsets Newton's world and replaces it with an "Alice in Wonderland" picture[See whatdoes.html],which would - if understood - cause the reaction in people "that just cannot be true - the world cannot function like that!" - and exclamation that would display their surprise and shock that the description would be so at odds with what they experience on a day to day basis - this being because as was said the world of the large is very different from the world of the small. Quantum Theory upsets many of the taken fro granted "common sense" notions that people have.
The notion of "Quantum Jump" was immortalised by the now infamous music band "Quantum Jump" with their only hit "The Lone Ranger" which carried a chant of the longest place name - a Hawaiian word,that was used on the "Kenny Everett TV show" - I know this - because I have the record - and anyone wishing to hear the chant can have the .wav upon request - that is how physics affects culture!! -LB]

John Gribbin : There certainly was,I mean this was a period when there was a lot going on in the world in general,I mean in the world of the arts,there were artistic movements doing strange things,I mean cubism and Picasso's work and stuff like that is all part of the same culture and people do try to make connections,both ways or either way. There are people who claim that the artists were influenced by the science,and people who claim that the scientists were influenced by the arts. I don't buy either of those two descriptions. I think there was just a cultural ferment going on at the beginning of the 20th century and lots of new ideas were emerging together.

Melvyn Bragg :  I'm told,or I read that at the heart of quantum theory is Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle,which has very very simply,that you cannot know both the momentum and the position of any sub atomic particle at the same time.
 Why is it impossible to measure that..

John Gribbin : It's...

Melvyn Bragg : ..simultaneously and why is that important?

John Gribbin :  Well,it's not just that it's impossible to measure,this is the big thing to get hold of.

[It is NOT because of an inadequacy on man's part that the measurement cannot take place,in fact man has made strides to measure the immeasurable (see members.nbci.com/Templarser/seedark.html) -LB]

It's that the quantum entity - I don't like to use the word particle - the quantum entity doesn't itself know both where it is and where it's going at the same time.

Melvyn Bragg :  You're going to have to just describe..decode that a little bit more.

John Gribbin :  The uncertainty is not a problem with our measuring apparatus. A lot of people think it is.
They think if you try to measure the position of an electron it's like trying to sort of squeeze it in your fingers and it will pop out and fly off in a different direction,so you don't know where it's going,and if you try to measure where it's going somehow that disturbs it's position,so it's in a different place,but it's not.
What Heisenberg told us is that things like electrons don't have a precise position and a precise direction which is what momentum is at the same time.So there's an in built uncertainty in the quantum world,and that again is very different from what Newton thought.

Melvyn Bragg :   Can you...can you add your comments on that Lee Smolin? Can you just talk about that uncertainty there and why it is so worrying...why it was so worrying to people when they discovered it?

Lee Smolin : Well,it's still worrying,and I think that we don't understand Quantum Mechanics. Quantum Mechanics is a provisional theory [As all theories are -LB].It works very well. If your impression is that it doesn't make sense,that's because it doesn't make sense,and I think that the question you were talking about,about the electron jumping from place to place is a question because it is a provisional theory that lends a classical view where space is continuous and you see things moving continuously,and some information about the quantum world where things come in discrete bits information can either be in one place or another.

[Something which suggests the binary logic of a computer and indeed is being exploited to that end - (see qcomp1.html and qcomp2.html see also qfront.html and qphil.html ) -LB]

But quantum mechanics is like trying to rap to classical music.
[Maybe someone should tell MC Hawking (see www.mchawking.com/ ) -LB]

It's inherently contradictory,and what we have to do now is deepen it and understand it.

Melvyn Bragg :   When you're dealing with something that doesn't  make sense,you said calmly "Well it doesn't make sense",what sort of sense does it not make that leads you to keep on trying to make sense of it?

Lee Smolin : Well,it is a mathematical formalism,which illustrates the principles you've  been talking about - uncertainty,discreteness,and we can use this in order to make predictions. For example that the energy levels of an atom do come in discrete units,an atom can have only one energy,another energy and not energies in between.

[For a run down of the "quantum entities" see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/zoo.html -LB]

So it's this amazing thing and it's a lesson,it's a very good intellectual lesson for anybody to realise that that there's something that you can use,but not understand, a bit like most of us in a computer or radio or something...

John Gribbin :  But this is the point , Lee isn't it? I mean it's not that it's weird,I mean if it was just weird people would ignore it,but it makes predictions that apply in the real world,but this kind of jumping that Lee was talking about is how a laser works,now we've all got lasers in our hi fi systems these days.
The only way we can make them is to use these weird rules of quantum mechanics. So it has practical applications, it makes predictions you can test and use in engineering,but it doesn't make sense,and that's the problem it's the combination of being useful in practical terms,and not making sense in scientific terms.

[Note that the fact that everyone uses those lasers which depend on the uncertainty to work is living proof that the idea is salient in practical terms,and there is no sense in which anyone can say "I don't believe that uncertainty exists" whilst utilising products that prove that it does and depend on the existence of that uncertainty in order to function. - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    Janna  can you come in on this and add your comment to what's been said?

Janna  Levin : Well yeah I really do think that that's the crux of it,is that it is predictive. Not only is it predictive,but we can calculate things to unprecedented accuracy. We can predict things in particle accelerators,with an accuracy that really exceeds anything that we has done before. So that it is why we are forced to use a theory,even if philosophically you don't understand it [see qphil.html -LB],and it is in a way kind of like using your stereo,even if you don't understand how it works.,you can still use it.

[Yes,but the not knowing is a drawback in the sense that lack of knowledge or ignorance causes problems,as detailed by Robert Pirsig in "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" where his knowledge of how to keep his motorcycle in good repair aids his ability to travel without stopping to get spare parts or require the attention of mechanics who are less able at having a relationship with his vehicle than he is himself. The idea that one can get by utilising something whilst not knowing how it functions is only practically beneficial in that if everyone spent all their time understanding everything - nothing would get done - but by the same token the wanton ignorance of using technology whilst not being aware of how it comes to function - leads to philosophical shortsightedness as in the case of QP and the laser,where people will say uncertainty doesn't exist and refuse to accept QP,whilst ironically making use of lasers that prove that the uncertainty is there. Such faux pas would not happen if people were aware of the implications of QP and the technology that has been made upon the idea that it is a viable model. Whilst physicists themselves may not understand it - they do not wantonly stand by and refuse to try to understand it out of some bravado and covering of their own ignorance as some do over technology -claiming that they don't need to know,because such things can be left to other people who do know.
If this is done one's world view is liable not to be informed of why such things as uncertainty must exist because products such as lasers depend on it,and then one goes through life believing one thing,when such things as lasers are living proof that one's ideas are not as one imagines. It then becomes farcical for such uninformed views to be articulated,whilst the people espousing those views sit down and listen to a CD player in sheer ignorance of how it disproves their assertions - LB]

I think there's a big difference between that an something like Relativity,and when Einstein came up with Relativity,it was counter intuitive,

[It's odd then that the claim is made that he was using "intuition" to derive the theory  (see Zen p117) - LB]

it was difficult,but it's logically consistent. There isn't any point at which you would say "Those are two mutually exclusive propositions",that I cannot simultaneously hold in my mind.

[Note that A and NOT A coexisting is seen as an impossibility,and is a fundamental tenet of reasoning. Whereas in fuzzy logic the notions of 50% A and 50% NOT A are used (see members.nbci.com/Templarser/fuzzylog.html).Logical consistency here demands that mutual exclusivity not exist,and in a lot of alternative supposedly "reasoned" views,such mutual exclusivity does exist - and this is why it is said "it does not make sense".An interesting side issue is how mind comes to recognise logical mutual exclusivity as seemingly some minds are incapable of doing it -LB]

In that sense Relativity is understandable. Whereas Quantum Mechanics seems to say  two logically opposing ideas have to be held at the same moment.

Melvyn Bragg :   Is it..why is it..why shouldn't it be...why is it so difficult to hold these two opposing ideas at the same moment,and why is it so worrying? Why don't you just say...?

Janna  Levin : Well,not so much the one's we mention,but there are things like the wave particle duality,which propose that a bundle of light can be a wave or a particle and those are two mutually exclusive states.

[Yes but that duality only arises because we view a "quantum entity" in terms of phenomena that it gives rise to. The description of a "quanta" has it that it is a localised clump of waviness and carries within it both wave and particle aspects,and depending on the experiment done upon it,the relevant phenomena of wave or particle shows itself - what this suggests - if there is one inherent aspect of a "quantum entity" is that it is a lack of imagination on our part to truly understand the nature of that entity in terms that dismiss the dual concepts of wave and particle and replace them with a single concept that is not borne of the phenomena that the entity itself gives rise to in the real world.
The problem is that the notions in the real world that Q entities give rise to create the concepts that we then use to relate to the entities themselves and there is no way per se to understand them "on their own terms" but only in terms of phenomena that create our concepts - this leads to crass analogies that physicist use for the lay person of what a Q entity is like- the nearest thing to the "on it's own terms" explanation is the mathematical formalism referred to earlier.
Roger Penrose asserts that a new physics is required,and one can't help but come to the conclusion that he is correct,since the lack of understanding of what is going on leaves physicists in the same position as the person using a radio or computer without knowing why it does what it does - and as Robert Pirsig shows - this is no way to be -LB]

We like to think things are either waves or particles,not that they are both,and yet again,like the Uncertainty Principle,in a sense it depends on what questions you ask,and how you measure a particle which it will behave like.

[Note the use of the logical operators,and the notion that two seemingly exclusive things may co exist,lending credence to a fuzzy logical view,of something being part one thing and part another. A "quanta" or wave packet could be seen to fulfil both capacities of wave an particle without defying mutual exclusivity.This image is taken from Roger Penrose's "ENM" page 322.]
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Melvyn Bragg :   That's what I was going to come onto next. In the quantum world,Lee Smolin there's an uncertain relationship of particles to waves.Whether something's a particle or a wave seems to depend - you'll correct me obviously - on whether it's being observed or not,can you unravel that?

Lee Smolin : Well more interestingly,it depends on how it's being observed. The difference..the simplest way to say the difference between working in the quantum world so far as we do,and the ordinary world is that the...what we think of as the properties of things in the quantum world,for example whether it's a wave or a particle seems to depend on what questions we ask,and it also seems very importantly to work with the quantum world we have to be self conscious about what we physically do to ask a question of an atom,or an elementary particle.
[See qphil.html]
That is we can't imagine abstractly,that our own existence,our activities,our measuring instruments are not there,and think about the world as if we weren't there.

[This harks back to the outside of nature view (See women.html),and QP places us inside nature - a paradigm change to the observer participant  - LB]

It seems necessary to put our own actions and our own choices about what we choose to investigate inside the science.So that whether an electron is a wave or is a particle,or better,whether it behaves in ways that make us think of a wave,or behave in ways that make us think of a particle depends on what circumstances we put it into.

[In other words it's shaped by the concepts "wave" and "particle" that we use to allude to phenomena in the real world,that only exist,because of the nature of the sub atomic world.We are constricting the world of the small into the concepts that we use in the world of the large which may not apply -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   What consequences...can you tell us about the two hole experiment [See qself4.html] Janna  first,and then tell us what consequences flow from that? I know it's a tall order,but...

Janna  Levin : Yeah..that's..it's been a long time since I though about the double slit experiment. If you shine a light on one slit you expect.. so that you have a barrier with one thin region where the light can pass through it. As the light passes through it it leaves a mark,let's say on a photographic plate,and it will clearly outline that one slit,and that's a particle behaving like a particle. If you open both.. the other slit,if you have two of them - you expect the same thing,a pattern of that slit appearing on the photographic plate.
If you open both - and things are behaving like particles -you expect the particle to either pass through one slit or the other,not to to interfere with each other in any way and so you get a repeated pattern of the two slits.
However,that's not what's observed,what's observed is the light acting like a wave in the sense that when it passes through the two slits it seems to interfere like water passing through a barrier.

[Note the use of the large world analogy - water itself is molecules made of quantum particles and it's wave behaviour is presumably due to some aspect present in the qparticles,or the macro concept of wave as viewed about water is salient because water is made of sub atomic particles,and those wave particles can have either behaviour or some other behaviour that is interpreted at the macro level as either wave or particle -LB]

It seems to fan out and interfere with itself. So instead of getting a pattern of two slits you get an interference pattern of peaks and troughs,which look like light is behaving more like a wave,and if anyone wants to help me on that,I would be grateful,because it's been about what...several years!?

Melvyn Bragg :  They're just longing to dart in,they're longing to dart in ,Lee Smolin?

Lee Smolin : No,no,no,no that's,sorry....

John Gribbin : Well the really weird thing..I mean...

Melvyn Bragg : John Gribbin?

John Gribbin :  ...is that you can actually sort of make the light behave like particles - photons - and you can fire them into this system one at a time,so you know you're firing one little bullet at a time at these two slits - two holes - and if you do this over a long period of time,what builds up on the other side -  each photon makes a little spot of light on your photographic plate or your TV screen or whatever it is,but you do this for hundreds and hundreds of photons,and the pattern that builds up is the pattern you expect from waves going through both holes at once,and interfering with one another.
So somehow,not only does each individual particle - as we like to think of it - pass through both slits at once - but the whole system remembers which ones have gone through which slits,and how they've interfered,and you get a pattern that's just like a wave passing through it.

[Note that individually photons can be scattered randomly but still statistically build into troughs and peaks,as though they know overall where they should end up to form the interference pattern over time.
The mathematical notion of an "attractor" seems pertinent here,in that fractals can be generated that have given points being placed randomly,but an overall pattern emerges because there is a constraining rule which forces them to be placed overall into that pattern.
(see members.nbci.com/Templarser/ptlytrue.html circsync.html and beffect.html) -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Lee Smolin is shaking his head,I'm the one who should be shaking my head! Can you just...why is this so important? And when you say you've said "decides" that implies a sort of thinking inside [see "Are electrons conscious" - qself4.html -LB] the particles perhaps. Why..can you give us the..can you give us some idea of the essentiality of this particle/wave duality,to the new theories?

Lee Smolin : Well let me say where it leaves us,because I think it leaves us with two very different options,and one option is a kind of mysticism - to say the problem is with our style of thinking,with our understanding,we should go off an invent a new philosophy...

Janna  Levin : Or a new form of logic.

Lee Smolin : ...to encompass this..or a new form of logic,and that's what many people have tried to do.
The other response is to say "Well this just doesn't make sense and there must be something left out,there must be some part of the phenomena which is unanalysed,which we're not thinking about properly",and when one takes that point of view,one is led to realise that the unanalysed part has something to do with space and with time.

[See members.nbci.com/Templarser/space.html whattime.html and flowtime.html]

We're thinking about these experiments but we're treating space and time as we always have,and the hope is that by bringing space and time into the picture,and trying to think about what space and time really are,we can find a way of understanding this phenomenon which makes perfect sense to us.

Melvyn Bragg :  There was the... there is a lot of resistance to the randomness of quantum theory [See members.nbci.com/Templarser/freeuni.html  dice.html random.html and secret.html] as I understand it John Gribbin,and Einstein famously said "God does not play dice" and then we have the Schrodinger's Cat [See members.nbci.com/Templarser/space.html] which you've written about.
Can you say where that- because that is,that can give lay persons like myself some kind of grip on it -can you just briefly fit that into what's been said?

John Gribbin : Well,this can be seen as an example of this randomness,this probabilistic chance business in quantum physics that Einstein hated,and Schrodinger hated it as well,although he was one of the pioneers of the subject,and he invented this so-called paradox,it's not really a paradox to highlight the weirdness of the quantum world,and his idea basically was that you could imagine a situation in which as he put it "a cat is locked in a steel chamber with a radioactive device,that has a chance of decaying in accordance with the probabilistic rules" so there's an exactly 50/50 chance that the atom has or hasn't decayed,and if it does decay it triggers something which kills the cat.
Now the strict interpretation of the conventional view of quantum physics is that until somebody measures what's going on - which means until you look in the box - the whole system,including the cat doesn't decide whether the atom has decayed or not,and therefore whether the cat is dead or alive.
So Schrodinger said you know "you have this half dead half alive cat,therefore quantum physics is ridiculous",and for 60 years or so,people have used this as an example,and found ways to say why it's not a paradox and why it's not a puzzle,and there are..well there are many different interpretations of what's going on.

[Note that the cat being both alive and dead violates the mutual exclusivity idea which causes it "not to make sense" -LB]

But the fact that there are many interpretations is a sign as Lee says,that we haven't actually got to the fundamental truth.

Melvyn Bragg : But it comes back to one of the ideas that's around that science in certain areas has got nothing to do with common sense, common sense would say "the cat is dead or alive".

Lee Smolin : No.

Janna  Levin : No.

Melvyn Bragg :  It doesn't? Lee?

Lee Smolin :  No,I think science is common sense,science must be common sense.Science is just a continuation of what human beings have been doing fro tens of thousands of years since people looked up at the stars and tried to figure out what things were. Since people understood what plants were and how to use them for different medicinal purposes,science is just common sense applied to the world,and all this - I'm very sure that in a hundred years,much of these different interpretations of quantum theory,and much of what we're talking about,will be understandable only to historians of science,and not to the scientists of a hundred years from now who will have something that makes sense to talk about.

Melvyn Bragg : Sorry,you were going to say?

Janna  Levin : Well I was just going to add that also on macroscopic scales,you do expect quantum mechanics to somehow to reduce to common experience [See Penrose {Collapse of the wave function}],we don't experience a state of simultaneously being here and not here,sitting on a chair and not sitting on a chair,

[That is the means by which the "many worlds hypothesis" started,where such Sci Fi progs as "Sliders" took the idea of the universe splitting into various parallel worlds - split by alternatives in possible futures,I see this as merely an indication that the future is open and not fixed,and thus not predictable by any kind of prophecy -LB]

and so there is a difficulty I think that people have tried to address in going from quantum mechanics to macroscopic physics and how that transition could occur.Which is a rich area also of research,but an important area because it says,there must be a limit that common sense does hold.

Melvyn Bragg :  Is there..? John Gribbin let's move on now to this..to trying look at the idea of whether theories can be unified - which has been as I said in the introduction,in a sense the holy grail - do you believe that there is a possibility of a unified physics,looming,and if so - obviously Lee Smolin's book is about this,but I'll come to him second - but can you give us the background of that?

John Gribbin : Well people,as I say,for essentially,for a hundred years now have been trying to put the pieces back together,

[Considering the Alice in Wonderland" type analogies,presumably this should be called the "Humpty Dumpty" process - LB]

to find a way to make Quantum Physics and Relativity Theory,which is the theory of gravity work together,or fit together in some way,and there was very little progress for a long time,up until about the 1980s,I guess,and people like Einstein tried and failed. But there is certainly a lot of progress being made now. I'm not as optimistic as Lee. I mean Lee sometimes gives the impression that the answers going to emerge next week,but perhaps within 10-20 years I think we might have something that makes as much sense as Quantum Physics did a hundred years ago,and then you have a generation of people to put the pieces together properly.
What you need is a theory that incorporates both gravity and quantum mechanics and one way of thinking of that - the way I like to think about it - is that it's a quantum theory of gravity,which is very much Lee's area,and as Janna  was saying,the difference between Relativity Theory and Quantum Physics is that Relativity Theory makes sense,in the terms of everyday logic. It's a continuous theory,it's smooth - it says that space and time you know are smooth and just like we experience the surface of this table,in everyday life,and Quantum Theory tells us that things are grainy on a very small scale - and it must be true that space and time are also grainy on a very small scale,and that's the problem  - is finding out how it's grainy.

Melvyn Bragg :  Before we turn to Lee,because this is the area which as you say he is working most ferociously,can we just mention string theory, [See members.nbci.com/Templarser/dimens.html ] because on this programme Brian Green last year talked about that might unite the seemingly contradictory realms of physics How do you imagine string theory and what importance do you give to it?

Janna  Levin : Well if I could just draw one distinction which I drew out of Lee a couple of days ago ,which was that string theory is trying to be a theory of everything. It's trying to unify all of the fundamental forces into one theory.
What Lee's doing is slightly different,and that's I think maybe why they might be different pieces to the same puzzle. What Lee is trying to do is quantize gravity. He's not necessarily trying to unify gravity with the other forces,although I'm sure he'd like to do that eventually - all good things in order.
But in the meantime he's just trying to make gravity a discrete theory,and so that's to be distinguished from string theory,which is trying to unify all the forces together.So I see them as slightly different tasks and I think that the differences are important in the sense that string theory still  has an element of the continuous in it,and erm...

Melvyn Bragg :   What does that..? Can you unravel that a bit please?

Janna  Levin :  Sure,so string theory....

Melvyn Bragg :  Hard work for string really!

Janna  Levin :  ...string theory suggests that instead of being grainy as individual particles, when you look at these individual grains you will realise that they are loops of string and that each of string can vibrate and as it vibrates just like you would play different notes on a musical instrument,it will give rise to different particles. So the different particles are analogous to the notes,and in that way it can unify all of fundamental physics by saying the electron and the quark,these are really different notes played on a fundamental string.
So it's pulled them all together to one fundamental element but in a sense it still has the continuous in it in that it assumes a continuous background of spacetime,and the string itself looks continuous,it's a continuous loop of something fundamental.

Melvyn Bragg :   Are we talking about ...sorry.. we're talking about this as the building blocks of everything. Now Lee Smolin,in your book,"Three Roads to Quantum Gravity" you mention string...you talk about string theory of course,but you ,as it were,put your money on loop quantum gravity,I'm afraid you're on your own from now on,as a far as I'm concerned! (Chuckles break out)

Lee Smolin : Well,it's not that I put my money on it,it's with some friends particularly Carlo Ravelli,but dozens of other people,we've been involved in inventing and studying this approach,and so I have some responsibility for it. I actually believe that it  - that is loop quantum gravity - and string theory are each quite possibly pieces of the puzzle as Janna  said and that the current task is now to put them together,but..and this is very much like,you know different people before Mount Everest was climbed attempted it from different sides,and I think that there are different communities of scientists who come to this problem which is an enormous problem,with different perspectives,with different tools,and backgrounds and have approached it in different ways and broadly speaking,among the different approaches there have coalesced these two communities of coherent..more or less coherent efforts,one of which is roughly called string theory,and one of which is roughly called loop quantum gravity,and I agree with Janna 's characterisation,the driving idea behind string theory is to unify gravity with the other forces,and with the different elementary particles,but without attacking really the question of the quantum nature or the continuous versus the discrete nature of space. What we did in loop quantum gravity was put the question of unification aside,and attack directly the question of what is the quantum nature of space,and the answer we got,because we did get a clean and clear answer,is that if you unify the principles of Quantum Theory and Relativity,predictions emerge and the predictions are that at a certain scale, which is called the Planck Scale,and...well I'll say in a minute how big it is,it's very,very small,but at his scale,space looks no longer continuous,but it gets broken up into little irreducible units,much like matter gets broken up into little atoms,and this graininess or atomic structure of space,is the main prediction,and indeed it is a prediction to be tested by experiment and we believe actually is in the process now of being tested by experiment.

Melvyn Bragg :   And so where does that take you,with your...with unifying it with the gravity from the Theory of Relativity? How does...how does that bring it together?

Lee Smolin : Well it's a consequence of insisting that the basic principles of Quantum Theory,and the basic principles of Relativity both be true,and what we did was just very stubbornly insist that both sets of principles be true,and then find consequences of them,and the shock for me was very much a shock,was that we succeeded. I thought that by stubbornly insisting on both being true,we would discover that one or the other had to be false.

Melvyn Bragg :  Is it a consequence of what you've discovered,I'll ask Janna  and then come back to you,you said,the shape of the universe,this 3 dimensional universe that we see,has that changed as a consequence of this? I mean people listening,and following what you've been very clear about saying,well we sort of want to ask,so if that is true,are we looking at it the wrong way? Will we...will our imaginations turn and look at this thing in a different way as the consequences of what you've done? Does it exist in a way which will be revealed to us,not in a magical...but through knowledge,these sorts of things surely?

Janna  Levin : Oh I certainly hope so yeah,so as you know,one of the things I've been interested in is the shape of the universe. Whether the universe is finite or infinite,and whether there are 3 dimensions or more dimensions [See dimens.html and tourist4a.html] and certainly string theory - I wouldn't say it makes a prediction,yet because it's not a complete theory -but it does require often,in different formulations that there be extra dimensions,and that the extra dimensions have a specific shape,so that we don't live in a 3 dimensional universe,but we can live in a universe with 10 or 26 dimensions,or it depends on the specific incarnation of the theory,and so if it says something about the compact dimensions,the hope is that..or these small extra dimensions - I say they are compact,because the idea is that that they are so small we can't notice them,or so small we can't fit our hands in them in some sense,so we're not aware that they exist,it's kind of like living in a straw,you're aware of the long length of the straw,but the not the small wound up dimensions. But the hope is that when string theory is complete - and maybe also loop quantum gravity,I'm not sure- that it will say something about the large dimensions also,and so it would be one of those ironies,that by looking at the largest property of the entire cosmos,that we could understand something about its smallest constituents.

Melvyn Bragg :  John Gribbin?

John Gribbin : I think the exciting thing for me in all of this,is that there seems to be some suggestion that there are reasons why there should be 3 dimensions of space and one of time,even though there are - at the level you're talking about - 26 or whatever it is dimensions altogether,and that understanding- the other way round from what you said - you said "look at the big universe to understand the small",to me, I hope,that understanding why things have rolled up in this way,to leave just 3 dimensions behind,would explain why there was an event like the big bang...

Janna  Levin : Yeah I absolutely agree.

John Gribbin : ...which Lee,I mean you know,rather nicely calls "the big freeze" because the universe was hotter in the big bang and then it got cold which is a nice way of thinking about it,and that something happened...something happened in terms of the energy what was going on long ago and that made the universe what it is today.

[I conceive of that process rather like a flimsy construction like a house of cards,that in the first instance high energy would keep in so many dimensions,but a slight alteration of circumstances brings it crashing from 3D into 2D as the cards fall flat (in this case under gravity's attraction) and that in some way the energy kept the universe "ballooned" or inflated in dimensional terms,only to fall into a stable configuration that it is now,and as John says the interesting bit is why 3 is stable.But a look at geometrical figures shows that 3 is the minimum requirement for stability (eg a tetrahedron's triangular base) - but those objects are stable in this universe because of the 3 "inflated" dimensions -so the reason why those 3 are large and the others minute is an intriguing question -LB]

And it raises other questions which are addressed in Lee's book,is that what went before? [See big-bang.html] Which is the thing that I've been asked for you know,years and years and years,and have always said "Oh well that's beyond the knowledge of cosmology" and so on,and people are now starting to ask that question,"was the big bang,the big freeze,whatever you want to call it a unique event,the beginning of everything? Or was it a change from some pre existing state?",which is very exciting and suggests that there might be something much bigger than our universe that we know about and that we're some kind of bubble embedded in that,

[That idea has been floating around for some time  ;-) - LB]

in which- for reasons that Janna will no doubt discover in a few years time - 3 dimensions have become important and the others have all got rolled up into tiny strings.

Melvyn Bragg :  Would you like to take that up Lee Smolin?

Lee Smolin : Well I think the most interesting thing for me that's come out of the progress we've made is that one can't think about the questions we've been discussing without being conscious of two things,and they haven't come up before,so I think I'll stress them.
One of them is that we are in the universe,looking at it,and the kind of Newtonian fantasy that we can talk about the whole universe as if we're somehow not a part of it and examining it under a microscope and talking about "what is it's shape?",this we can't do,and when one tries to do that,with Quantum Mechanics it really makes no sense [The observer is a participant - that is the paradigm change - LB] ,and I think it may matter for Janna's question,it may matter that we have to ask the question as participants or as observers inside the universe,we have to ask the question she wants to ask about "what's the shape,what's the topology?" and the other closely related thing is that space doesn't have a fixed geometry and a fixed structure - it's dynamic. Just like the light waves,or the electric field is dynamic and changes in time,the geometry of space changes in time,there's nothing that's fixed,and so we...the geometry looks something like Euclidean space,like we learned about in school,but that's only approximately true,and at any moment a big gravitational wave could come through this room and the geometry could be distorted,and so if we put those two things together,that we're a part of the universe and that geometry and indeed everything is dynamical,one ends up feeling very differently about this world we live in.

[And it is that which is the source of the "spiritual" relationship that is given by QP - the view that one is a part of and necessary to the universe. The view of Newton created an "outside looking in" watching a clockwork mechanism and distanced man from the universe and nature - QP puts man inside and participating with the universe and nature -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :Can we just talk about - before we move on to the impact of this - can I talk about...a little more about the loop quantum gravity,just to try to get it a bit clearer,I know it's imposing a lot on you to do it in this abbreviated form,but just to go back to it. you...the idea as I understand it that gravity's broken up into parcels or "quanta" in the way that light or energy is,can you just address that for a few moments?

Lee Smolin :  The result that we got - and I want to stress that this really is the result of putting together Quantum Theory and Einstein's Theory of Relativity and demanding that they be consistent - is that when you look at very,very small distances,and the distances are about as smaller than the atom as the atom is than the orbit of the moon,so that's about how far we have to go to this so-called Planck scale,that space looks something like those models of molecules that we used to do in high school. I'm sure if people think back to chemistry class,they had those little models with struts and little balls,and you made them together and you made different molecules,but space itself has that description and the little balls are little units that have a certain amount of volume,and they can't have less than a certain tiny bit of volume,and the little struts are actually carrying little bits of areas. So that you get..if space were 2 dimensional,then what it would look like when you looked very small would be like a geodesic dome,made up of little triangles [No wonder fractals look like the real thing! -LB],that each have an irreducible size,and so this has consequences - first of all - and I think it's worth stressing this - and indeed even since I wrote the book,the situation has improved dramatically - light passing through this discrete structure travels just a little bit differently than we're used to thinking on the assumption that space is smooth. Just like light travelling through the air reddens,or like travelling through a crystal or a wave travelling through a  crystal,they're effects,in which if you study very carefully,the light as you receive it,you can see the patterns of the space it passed through embedded so to speak,in it,and there are now observations made about some data,particularly by somebody called Giovanni Emilino Camelia in Rome,that that's actually been observed,that we've actually seen in light and in cosmic rays coming from distant galaxies,the imprint left by this discrete geometry as the light travelled through it.

Melvyn Bragg : Janna how confident are you that physics will solve this problem?

Janna Levin : It's a subtle question,I'm sure that Lee's right,we will have one day a quantum theory of gravity,and I think we'll either unify or understand why it can't be unified,and something else will take it's place. Definitely something is going to happen - something big is going to happen - but whether or not that's going to be the end of theoretical physics,that's something that I'm more sceptical about,and I think there is this attitude,that we'll solve it and that we'll all become applied physicists after that. I don't think that's so likely. But I do think that something has to give,we can't continue in this state of quantum mechanics,gravity,all the forces not somehow speaking to each other in a more eloquent way.

Melvyn Bragg : John Gribbin?

John Gribbin  : I think it's important though that we shouldn't sort of run away with the idea that all the old physics is wrong. I mean people said a hundred years ago,when Einstein's theory was proved right they said - the newspaper headlines said "Newton overthrown" and things like that -which is total rubbish,I mean you still use Newtonian physics if you want to build a rocket to go to the moon,and when we have a unified theory of gravity and quantum physics,that won't mean that we stop using the general theory to describe the universe at large,or quantum theory if we're designing lasers,or whatever it might be.
When you achieve what you might call a deeper level of knowledge,you still have to explain all the things that are already explained by your existing theories,and that's what makes it so hard. It's quite easy to come up with a quantum theory of gravity,but it's hard to come up with one which actually matches the way the universe works,that's the clever bit.

Janna Levin :  I actually think it was hard! (laughs) There were reasons why it was specifically hard!

Melvyn Bragg : When - Lee Smolin,let's assume that your optimism - you declare yourself to be an optimist in the book - ...

Lee Smolin : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg : ...let's be optimism...let's hope your optimism..

Lee Smolin :  Well I have to face reality.

[Note the assumption that there is " an objective reality" that can be faced -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : ...is justified. Absolutely...how big an impact d'you think such a discovery - a unified theory - would make? I mean on the scale of things,is it as big an impact as the Theory of Relativity? I mean how big an impact is it going to have on,not on the thinking...not only on the thinking in cosmology and physics,but as it were,on the rest of us,and what happens?

Lee Smolin : Of course,we don't know,but if history is any guide,huge,there will be a huge impact. One is as I was saying and there's more to say about this than we have time,but the transition to a view of the universe in which everything is dynamical,there's nothing fixed,it's a system of relations which continually evolves in time,and we're a part of it,is a very important part of what's happening in the 20th century. What happened,excuse me in 20th century science. All across the board and I think that this is already having an impact in art in the thinking about social theory,in much the way that John said that at the beginning of this century. I also always find it fascinating that when people start to say something's about to happen,with apologies to Janna here,actually at that stage it's really already happened,and an example of that - for example is the internet - at the point where everybody started saying,you know two years ago "the internet is about to happen,the internet is about to happen",basically it had already happened,and it had already transformed our life,it was just a question of catching up,understanding what it was,understanding that it was not a store,but it's something else,and in the same sense - although there's much work to be done,I have the sense that the turning the corner and laying on the table the basic principles of a quantum theory of gravity,the basic shape of the ideas has happened.
 There's an idea called the holographic principle we haven't discussed,but which changes completely this issue about observation and how it affects the world,and quantum theory - there are the structures that come out of string theory,these predictions of discrete space from loop quantum gravity.
I personally think we're kind of in the mopping up phase,where we have what we need on the table,and we're just putting it together.

Melvyn Bragg : Janna do you want to come in on that?

Janna Levin : Ermm,ah there's so many things. Well first one I think,Lee said it best when he said "if history is any guide",I think that's true - if history is any guide,there's going to be huge ramifications,one's that we simply can't foresee,and you have to remember Einstein himself rejected some of his most outrageous predictions.
He rejected black holes and the big bang for a long time before he finally gave way and accepted them. So there are outrageous things that can come out of a theory that we can't foresee and maybe Lee's right we're in the mopping up phase,although I'm more sceptical. I think we have a lot more work to be done.But if we are in the mopping up phase,maybe we're all too close to it to see it. Maybe there are extraordinary predictions,that we are still ourselves being to rigid..we like to see ourselves as visionary and very flexible,and very adaptable to new ideas,but I think there's a good chance that we're less so than we hope,and that things are right in front of us,we don't yet know. I know Lee's shaking his head,yes,so that's good! (laughs)

Melvyn Bragg :  There's a sense in which we can almost calculate what Newton's ideas brought to the general world and Faraday's did. They brought this..and Einstein's did. What will this theory bring,do you predict John Gribbin?

John Gribbin : Well you mention Faraday,so it's an obvious opportunity to trot out the famous quote,when Faraday was asked what use electricity was by the Prime Minister of the time,he replied " I don't know,but I'm sure one day you'll tax it" (laughter)!
And I think we're probably in the same situation here,if there is a quantum theory of gravity or a unified theory,given time,it'll actually used for practical purposes,and when those practical purposes come to fruition they'll be taxed,I'm sure.

Melvyn Bragg :   Is there any sense of practical purposes when you're doing this research, Lee Smolin? D'you think "Ah,this might...",d'you have any glimmerings of electricity being taxed as it were?

Lee Smolin : Not very much. It is..we are 20 orders of magnitude smaller than the atom,and we're very happy just to be talking about real experiments that are being done now to test it. So I would say pure science is as its always been. It's own motive,and there's time enough for...after all if one looks back a century ago,it's extraordinary what's happened. I mean try to imagine explaining a lap top computer to a scientist of only a century ago,and so I think there's no doubt that we'll be extraordinary consequences in the (indistinct) and we don't know what they are,which is good.

John Gribbin :  In the short term of course it's got value as entertainment. I mean people listening to this programme because they're interested in what's going on,and it doesn't cost very much money to keep people like Janna and Lee in business,it's a very cost effective of stretching all our intellectual capacity and providing a lot of enjoyment for people. So that's surely a good enough motive to be going on with.

[That's a pretty pathetic justification of doing science -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   D'you find any analogies because you use biology and biochemistry as analogy in your book,d'you find any analogies in the way the mind works,from what you know,to the way your ideas are working out?

Lee Smolin : Well I think it is very interesting that people who study the brain - I'm not sure if this is what you're getting at...but..

Melvyn Bragg :   It is yes.

Lee Smolin :  ..yes,people who study the brain,end up drawing pictures in which the brain is an interconnected network of neurones,which evolves in time,and I personally believe - and this is going beyond loop quantum gravity and string theory - but I personally believe that we will discover that the same kinds of ideas and principles that will help us how a brain works,will help us understand the early stages of the evolution of the universe,

[Perhaps that answers the question "How do you relate consciousness to the cosmos?" -LB]

and the big bang and why it is that the world grew up from something like a little network of interacting units to something so big and beautiful.

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you agree with that John Gribbin?

John Gribbin : Erm I'd like to, I think it's as Lee says,it's going a little bit further than you can reasonably extrapolate at the moment

[That's the nature of a personal belief,it goes beyond what can be reasoned to speculate with either little or no evidence to back it up -LB]

but it would be wonderful if it was true.

Janna Levin : Yeah I think I agree with Lee,I'm not sure if this is what he's getting at,but there are ideas like chaos [See beffect.html mandel.html mastring.html 2-worlds.html and expmaths.html] and complexity,which again deal with everything ultimately being dynamical,being process driven,and you can use chaos as a tool to apply to systems like the brain or language or biology,or you can use it as a tool to apply to fundamental physics,but I'm wondering if the connection isn't actually deeper than that.

Melvyn Bragg :  Well thank you all....I'm sorry,you're book's "The Three Roads to Quantum Gravity" Lee Smolin...

Lee Smolin : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :..we didn't get to the third road which is a completely outside force which just might be God....

Lee Smolin :  No,no,no,no..I didn't say that.You may say that. (laughter)

Melvyn Bragg : I've said that,yes.

Lee Smolin : Oh right!

Melvyn Bragg : I think it was clear that I did say it! And I did say it at this time so you haven't any time to reply! Thank you very much Lee Smolin,John Gribbin and Janna Levin and thank you very much for listening.

